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Turn off data roaming notification galaxy s10

When you travel outside your home wireless network, your phone automatically goes into roaming mode. Data roaming is when your phone uses a mobile network that doesn't belong to your choice provider. This happens when you are out of the country, but can also happen in rural areas. Most wireless operators have
agreements with other carriers these days to help avoid roaming charges, including internationally. Before travelling, contact your company to find out exactly what you can do to prevent excessive charges. Know the facts before you travel so you can choose the best options for your budget. Some providers charge you
extra charges for using data while your device is roaming, so I'll show you how to turn off this feature. Turning off data roaming (and then back) in your Galaxy S10 is pretty quick and simple, so let's apply it! Open your Settings. Slide down, and select Connections. Now choose Data Usage. Tap the Mobile Data switch to
turn off Roaming. When you're ready to turn it back on, follow the same steps and you'll turn data roaming back on when you tap the switch. FAQSAs you know if your Galaxy S10 is roaming? If you're not sure if you're roaming at any time, finding out is easy! Look up in the status bar. You will see the symbol below if you
are currently roaming. If you see it, you can decide if you want to continue using the data or if you should turn it off in your Settings as I outlined above. Have you traveled lately? Does your mobile operator allow you to roam at no extra cost? Is there a way to disable data roaming notifications? I get them every few
minutes when I'm working abroad. And this happens in every acceptable roaming environment (off/national), the international roaming setting is not an option. In addition, long &gt; app information (app app) &gt; clear the Show notifications check box doesn't solve anything. Android: 4.4.4 &amp; 5.0 Phones: Sony Xperia
Z1 compact and Z3 compact (but there was also a problem on my previous phone Android 4.1) Screenshot with notification (click on the image larger variant) Edit: This issue has solved itself because there is no additional charge longer roaming in the EU. Step 1 of 6 to 1. Find Mobile Networks Move your finger down
from the top of the screen. Step 2 of 6 to 1. Find Mobile Networks Press the settings icon. Step 3 of 6 to 1. Find Mobile Networks Press Connections. Step 4 of 6 to 1. Find Mobile Networks Press Mobile Networks. Step 5 of 6 to 2. Turn data roaming on or off Press the indicator next to Data roaming to turn the function on
or off. Step 6 of 6 to 3. Return to the home screen Press the home key to return to the home screen. Move your finger down from the top of the screen. Press the indicator next to the Data roaming to turn the function on or off. Press the home key to return to the home screen. Data roaming is when the phone uses a
mobile network that does not belong to the service provider to send and receive data. A A example of when this happens when you are abroad. Your service provider may charge you extra for data roaming. I manually updated to ICS last week and everything works great except I notice (triangle with!) all the time! When I
break down the notification bar it says data roaming. You have lost your connection to the server. This statement has been there all the time since the update and when I close it, it's back in time for mins. i can't figure out how to get it to stop. If I click on it, it takes me to the mobile network menu with the only option being
turned off 3g. Now that I think about it, because the update of my 3g doesn't stem ever use anymore, I don't notice because I use Wigi out to have 4g turned on. All comments should be appreciated! 08-02-2012 03:59 PM Like 0 I mean, no one else is having this problem? Can someone help me figure out how to get it to
a halt? 08-03-2012 10:57 AM Like 0 I'm seeing the same thing, but only once a day in the morning after my phone has been on the charger all night. All my roaming alerts are turned off and as you said, tapping the alert just takes me to the screen where you can turn off 3G data. Have no idea how to stop it because it
doesn't make sense based on my settings and usage. Annoying, but luckily I only see it once a day. 08-03-2012 11:50 AM Like 0 I will first see if to update your profile and PRL in accordance with system updates stop notifications. If not, try removing the entire roaming guard area from the settings menu. I did a quick
Google search for this issue and it seems that others have experienced the same thing even on different devices, but without solutions that I could find. If what I recommend doesn't work, you can dig google search a little deeper and see if anyone found a way to stop it. 08-03-2012 11:54 AM Like 0 Check roaming
settings- Mode: set to auto settings: everything must be checked Guard: NO checks. Good luck :) 08-03-2012 01:36 PM Like 0 thanks for the feedback. I already updated the prl, and profile a couple of days ago. I was roaming what, as you suggested, but was a roaming guard in international calls, I uncontrolled them, all
we will see if it helps? Yesterday 03:27 PM LIKE 0 Thank you. I've been having the same problem for a while now. I'll try these settings and see how it goes. 08-04-2012 12:16 PM Like 0 Sprint reset my phone last night to get rid of this problem. (yes well). I turned my phone this morning and I got this show almost
immediately. July 16, the date my phone was crippled by a brain freeze from ice cream sandwich! Probably ate too fast. 08-04-2012 12:25 PM Like 0 mine this every few minutes, im going to go back to gingerbread... i cant even use facebook because it makes my phone so hot i have to keep exiting apps 08-04-2012



01:24 PM Like 0 same report here too... 08-04-2012 01:25 PM Like 0 Having the same issue using it at home where I've never been roaming before. 08-11-2012 03:50 LIKE 0 Coming Sprint... We need help with this data roaming message, which continues to emerge. It's like it's about viagra! 11-09-2012 12:51 AM Like
0 Go to the data roaming chart... 11-09-2012 12:51 AM Like 0 that goes to a data roaming chart... click on the right side of the border bar and drag it up to like 10GB... which should delay the message from being activated until you use that much data... worked for me! 11-11-2012 11:03 AM Like 1 I manually updated ics
last week and everything works great except i get a statement (triangle with!) all the time! When I break down the notification bar it says data roaming. You have lost your connection to the server. This statement has been there all the time since the update and when I close it, it's back in time for mins. i can't figure out
how to get it to stop. If I click on it, it takes me to the mobile network menu with the only option being turned off 3g. Now that I think about it, because the update of my 3g doesn't stem ever use anymore, I don't notice because I use Wigi out to have 4g turned on. All comments should be appreciated! Are you roaming? 11-
11-2012 01:02 PM Like 0 Good tip DJ. Ozone. I followed your advice and upped the limit of warning and so far so good. Thank you! 04-10-2013 04:17 PM Like 1 1 this thread is really old it just in case your still have problems it worked for me.... go to your dialer and dial ##25327## and depending on the phone you may
not enter the last # anyway it will pull up the menu and then click on the menu and clear or what it says to you finally best luck 08-26-2013 06:12 PM Like 0 It works for me to increase the use of data limit Thank you. 08-17-2015 09:55 AM Like 0 this is the solution, it works for me. Sony Xperiz Z3 08-17-2015 09:56 AM
Like 0 to do it got it work? mine doesn't work and it says connection problem or invalid MMI code My device is Sony Xperia Z3 Compact 07-24-2016 10:37 PM Like 0 I have gotten a notification on my phone informing me that my photos and text messages will be deleted 2/5/17. Or say they are in the cloud. I want this
msg. What should I do??? 12-28-2016 03:01 PM Like 0 I am a Samsung user and I have found one way to disable the notification Data roaming. I don't know, it's the right way, but we can do it with 1. Go to &gt;&gt; Settings &gt;&gt; Mobile Networks 2. Enable Batch Data 3. Enable Data Roaming Check 4. and finally
disable Use packet data checking. so you have the Data Roaming option, but it will only work if you enable Use packet data. Hope this is an alternative option to disable notification data roaming 01-25-2017 01:01 AM Like 0 0
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